
magnetic wipe board
Our popular wipe board glass product now comes with an added attraction – magnetism! 

For many clients, we provide an easy to wipe clean, back painted, glass panel, to create 

the ultimate hard-wearing, versatile white board.  We can also offer any colour of dry wipe 

board, ideal for brainstorm breakout sessions, café specials boards, or rapidly changing 

notice boards.  The glass surface also provides meticulous hygiene, so also proves popular 

with doctor’s surgeries, hospitals and clinics. 

We now can Introduce an additional magnetic insert which creates magnetic glass panels 

to enhance the use of these panels in multi-function spaces such as offices, breakout 

rooms, meeting rooms and classrooms.

ESG can provide single-sided or double-sided magnetic panels, or even a bespoke

double-sided band on an otherwise clear panel, if required.

We can create these options using single toughened or toughened

laminated glass, in standard clear or low iron options,

depending on your requirement. 



For single fixing, the panel can be pre drilled as required, or fixed to the wall using mirror adhesive.
For double sided magnetic wipe boards, the panel is made to be glazed within a partitioning standard track.

   
ESG’s magnetic coating can be applied to smaller panels, to entire internal walls, or as runs of partitioned glass walling,

whatever is preferred. This practical, modern and long-lasting surface can be used to attach magnetic signs, or, for ease of 
changing notices, using strong glass board magnets to display flipchart paper, fliers or posters. 

With the clever use of interlayer technology, ESG can also add sound reducing properties so neighbouring glazed meeting 
rooms can be insulated from noise nuisance. This allows maximum creative energy to be released, using a white board and 

magnetic displays, while allowing other routine work to continue uninterrupted. 

We have many years of experience in providing a splash of colour on glass to create stunning splash
backs, upstands, worktops, and panelling. 

We predominately back paint to 6mm low iron toughened glass, (although it can be applied to any thickness), using the Selemix 
paint system, which involves spraying the chosen colour onto the prepared glass. The panel is then left to air dry, chemically 

curing on the glass as it dries, creating a robust opaque finish, perfect for use in a variety of applications.

Numerous colours can be used to back paint glass. You can choose a colour from the RAL colour selector, a pantone colour, or 
the ranges provided by Dulux or Farrow and Ball.

We also recommend ESG low iron glass as this has less of a green hue than that found in standard float glass and
therefore helps retain the choice of colour.

When back painted glass is viewed through glass, the colour can appear slightly different, so we always advise having a sample 
piece painted to ensure that you are happy with the colour match. 

For splashbacks and upstands, in kitchens and bathrooms, back painted glass provides a hygienic and easy to clean surface. 
For white boards it gives a modern finish to any office or meeting room. Additional applications include

wall cladding, lifts, lobbies and receptions.

borders
We also offer a bespoke back painting border option for door and partition systems for the office interiors market.

The border around the glass allows for flush glazing, creating the illusion of a hidden frame.
This can also incorporate sound attenuation through acoustic interlayers within the glass. The painted borders supplied

assist to create a top quality product to the high end market.
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